In this paper, we present a new load balancing system based on aspect oriented approach for multi agents distributed systems. The proposed model is based on using a dispatcher agent assigned to dynamically distribute tasks received in random requests coming from agent producers. We suppose that tasks are assigned to be executed by workers agents deployed over the nodes of the distributed system. To make the initial mechanism of task distribution balanced, we propose a separated aspect where we propose a load balancing procedure assigned to be affected to the dispatcher by an aspect weaving in compilation or run times. The load balancing aspect increases the performances of the dispatcher agent using code advices in different join points. The task distribution code advice is used to implement the load balancing algorithm which determines the under loaded worker agent who will be assigned to execute the current task Ti. In this algorithm, we take into account the heterogeneity of the processing performances, the communication latency, occupancy rate of each node and the complexity of the current task. In this model we can also use metadata of the tasks to estimate more accurately the required times to perform each task. This mechanism allows predicting the performance offered by the distributed system according to the selected computational model. To describe the proposed approach, some communication diagrams, the established mathematical model and an application example are presented to prove the effectiveness of the proposed model.
Introduction
In the high performance computing domain, we need to combine the performance of several processing and storage units to improve the execution performances of the applications. Parallel and distributed models became the natural solutions for several types of computational systems [1] [2] [3] . In such systems, the authors assume that the tasks are randomly assigned to the different nodes of the distributed system, and create an unbalanced load problem at the nodes. The performance of the middleware used by the distributed in a distributed system depends mainly on the quality the load balancing algorithm used to distribute tasks to the heterogeneous nodes of the distributed system. Indeed, if the association of multiple machines to distribute intensive computations using large amounts of data is required, it is important to notify that the heterogeneity of the associated machines must be taken into account during the task assignment phase. It is therefore necessary to know, statically and dynamically, the performance of each node of the grid in terms of computing speed, storage capacity, throughput of the network connection and occupancy rate of the machine. It is well known that even if the physical features of the computer machines are fixed and remain unchanged, some other features of the grid may change dynamically and can be known just at runtime. These features may be: the current occupancy rate of the processing units, the current speed of the network connection and working conditions of each node. In the literature many middleware have been designed for distributed computing, but their performances depend on the quality of the used load balancing system. In [4] , Authors propose a framework of parallel remote sensing image interpretation in desktop grid. This framework consists of modules such as job partitioning and scheduling, load balancing, communication, and image processing. In this work they also provided an implementation based on java multi threaded programming. In the same way, several load balancing algorithms, designed for distributed systems, have been proposed and reviewed [5] [6] [7] . In the distributed systems, the tasks assignment is a dynamic process that can sometimes be unpredictable. This indicates that the load state of nodes cannot be static. Subsequently, a dynamic load distribution strategy is necessary. The popular load balancing approach introduced in [8] , is based on the diffusion concept. This algorithm acts iteratively to balance loads in the nodes of the distributed system. The main idea behind this algorithm is that for each iteration, overloaded nodes exchange individually their loads with their under loaded neighbors. The diffusion algorithm [9, 10] collects information data from a set of nodes grouped into domains. The algorithm tries to balance the loads inside each domain. To do so, the excess loads are transferred to the under loaded nodes in their own domain, thus reducing communication overhead. In [11] , the two following techniques are used to achieve load-balancing state, they are: iterative key redistribution between neighbors and node migration. The authors have proposed a hybrid method to achieve both fast and cost-effective load-balancing in distributed systems that support range queries. In [12] , Authors propose an effective load balancing algorithm for balancing loads over an entire distributed/parallel system. They algorithm has two attractive features: it is of simplest structure and can be implemented in a decentralized fashion. Many research works have been carried out under the assumption that, each node is allowed to move just one unit of load per iteration [13, 14, 15, 16] . In other works, authors proposed to transmit a constant number of loads [17, 18] to balance the system. In a simple diffusion algorithm, each node measures the difference of loads between itself and each of its neighbors, then it sends a fixed part of its excess loads to the under loaded neighboring nodes. This strategy and others [19] were originally designed under the assumption that the load is represented by a non-negative real number, but in most cases, the load is considered as an integer number. This is the case in parallel and distributed computing systems [21, 22, 23, 24] . In [25] , authors have developed a distributed load balancing algorithm for a grid computing. They used a load index defined as the sum of the service time of works currently underway in a node without taking into account communication latency effects. To carry the loads in a distributed system, the authors have used in [26] a mobile agent, which migrate the loads from overloaded nodes to under loaded ones and considering that nodes are homogeneous. In [27] the authors proposed a new algorithm for dynamic decentralized distribution which is dynamically adapted to parameters variations. The load balancing algorithm is assigned to be performed on each node. It supports load balancing for heterogeneous distributed systems. Separation of concerns is an important software engineering principle. It refers to the ability to identify, encapsulate, and manipulate those parts of software that are relevant to a particular concern. Concerns can range from high-level notations like security, transactions, persistence and quality of services to low-level notations like buffering, caching and logging. They can also be functional, such as business logics or non-functional like synchronization. Aspect-oriented programming (AOP) is a technique for improving separation of concerns in software design and implementation. AOP works by providing explicit mechanisms for capturing the structure of crosscutting concerns. AOP has been created by Xerox PARC (Palo Alto Research Center) to overcome the limitations of object-oriented programming (OOP). In [30] authors describe the implementation of advice weaving in AspectJ which picks out dynamic join points in a program's execution with point cuts and uses advice to change the behavior at join points. In [31] , authors reports on a study to investigate AOP's ability to ease tangling related to exception detection and handling. In this study, authors took an existing framework written in Java TM, the JWAM framework, and partially reengineered its exception detection and handling aspects using AspectJTM, an aspect oriented programming extension to Java. In distributed computing, the load balancing system can be considered as a separate concern of the task distribution process. In this paper, we present a new load balancing system based on aspect oriented approach for multi agents distributed system. The proposed model is based on using a dispatcher agent assigned to dynamically distribute tasks enveloped in requests coming from agent producers. We suppose that tasks are assigned to be executed by workers agents deployed over the nodes of the distributed system. In this model, we also suppose that the dispatcher is initially programmed to use a non balanced algorithm in the task distribution operation. To make the initial mechanism of distribution balanced, we propose a separated aspect where we propose a load balancing procedure assigned to be affected to the dispatcher by an aspect weaving in compilation or run times. The aspect load balancing procedure is based on collecting dynamically information about the processing performance and communication latency of the different nodes of the distributed system. To initialize the load balancing system, the aspect uses a reference task executed by all agent workers in order to establish a baseline data for distributed load estimation of any given task. In this model we can also use metadata of the tasks to estimate more accurately the required times to perform each task. This mechanism allows predicting the performance offered by the distributed system according to the selected configuration of the selected computational model. After presenting the task distribution architecture in the second section, the third section is devoted to describe the load balancing technique of the proposed approach. In the forth section, we will present an example of application where we prove the effectiveness of the proposed model. The last section gives some concluding remarks and perspectives for the future related works.
Task Distribution Architecture
The task distribution model, presented in figure 1 , is composed by 3 types of agents: -Task Producer Agent: This agent produces tasks Ti to be executed by the distributed system. Each task is sent to the dispatcher agent in a request. The task brings the input data to be processed and the program code representing the algorithm implementation to run by an agent worker. The request is represented by an ACL message. -The dispatcher agent: This agent receives randomly, in a queue, requests from producer agents. Each request brings a task assigned to be executed by the least loaded agent worker. Initially the dispatcher is programmed to distribute tasks without using any load balancing algorithm. In this situation, the dispatcher distribute tasks using a simplest procedure without taking in account the heterogeneity of the tasks, nodes of the distributed system and the communication latency. In this situation, the system is not load balanced. To bring the system into a load balance state, we propose a separate aspect that grafted the dispatcher agent a load balancing behaviour. -The worker agent: This agent is appointed to perform the tasks Ti assigned to it by the dispatcher agent. When the task is performed, the result Ri is sent to dispatcher in an ACL message. This later is delivered to the agent producer.
Figure 1. The task distribution model
The figure 2 represents a sequence diagram where we show 2 producer agents AP1 and AP2 which produce respectively new tasks T1 and T2. The two tasks are sent to the dispatcher agent.
This later execute its local procedure getAgentWorker to determine an agent worker which will be assigned to execute the current task. This operation will be used by the load balancing aspect as a code advice. In this example, the tasks T1 and T2 are respectively assigned to the worker agents AW1 and AW2. The corresponding results R1 and R2 are returned to the dispatcher. This later return results to the corresponding agent producers. Load balancing Aspect
Load balancing approach
To define a load balancing system for the previous distributed system, we propose an aspect (LoadbalancingAspect) which will grafter three code advices to the dispatcher agent in the following join cuts:
The diagnostic test code advice is executed at the deployment time of the dispatcher agent. In this device, all worker agents will be asked to execute a reference task T0 in order to evaluate the computing performance and the communication latency cost of each node of the distributed system. This procedure allows establishing a baseline data for distributed load estimation of any given task. -
The refreshing code advice is executed when the dispatcher agent is notified by the management system agent which signals that a new worker agent has joined or left the platform. After this event handler, this code advice will evaluate the initial performance of the new worker agent and update the load balancing parameters.
-
The task distribution code advice is used to implement the load balancing algorithm which determines the under loaded worker agent who will be assigned to execute the current task Ti. In this algorithm, we take into account the heterogeneity of the processing performances, the communication latency, the occupancy rate of each node and the complexity of the current task. In this model we can also use metadata of the tasks to estimate more accurately the required times to perform each task. This mechanism allows predicting the performance offered by the distributed system according to the selected computational model. The communication diagram of figure 3 shows how the load balancing aspect is used to balance the distributed system by the following procedure: -At the deployment time of the dispatcher agent, the init method is executed. After that, the first code advice of the load balancing aspect is executed. In this code advice a reference task T0, is firstly executed by the aspect in the local node of the dispatcher agent. Then the same task T0 is sent to all worker agents AWi in order to evaluate their processing performances and their communication latency. After receiving the result R0 from all worker agents, the aspect determine the performance index corresponding to each worker agent taking into account the number of CPUs used in each node. -When a new worker agent is registered in the multi agent platform, the agent management system (AMS) notifies the dispatcher agent about the event. At this time, the second code advice of the load balancing aspect is executed in order to evaluate the performance of the new worker agent and then update the load balancing parameters. -When the dispatcher agent receives a new task Ti from the producer agent, the third code advice of the load balancing aspect is executed in order to determine which worker agent is the under loaded one to be assigned to perform the current task. When the task is accomplished by the designed worker agent, the result Ri is sent to the producer agent. 
3.1.Agent worker performance index determination
The proposed load balancing procedure is performed by the load balancing aspect associated to the dispatcher agent (AD) deployed in the host node N0. The AD agent should determine the performance index of each node of the distributed system. To do so, this agent starts by identifying the list of the n worker agents AWj from the directory facilitator (DF) of the multi agent system to launch the diagnostic performance test. Each agent WA is asked to perform a given reference task T0 (x0, y0, θR0) where x0 represents the task's size, y0 represents the size of the returned result, and θR0 represents the execution reference duration of the task T0. In this diagnostic test, it is important to choose a task where communication latency θL which depends on task size is very small and negligible compared to the computation duration θP which depends on the algorithm complexity of the task. Also, the computation time of this test program should be very short to achieve quickly this diagnostic test. The node performance index determination is computed by the following steps: 
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-Step 1: Diagnostic test of the local node N0 :
The reference task T0, is firstly executed by the load balancing aspect in the local node N0, where the dispatcher agent is deployed. This step allows us to know the reference processing duration θ0 of the reference task T0 in the local node N0. Since the same task must be executed by the distributed worker agents WAj, deployed in local or remote nodes, we can measure the communication cost between the distributed agents including those deployed in the local node N0.
-Step 2: Diagnostic test of the node Ni :
After the first step, the reference task T0 is sent at time t0 to all the worker agents AWj deployed in the node Nj. Upon receipt of this data, each worker agent executes the reference task T0 and returns to the dispatcher agent, the reference result data R0 of size y0 including the processor cores count cj and the processing duration θP0, j elapsed during the execution of this task in the node Nj.
Upon receipt of the returned results by each node Nj, at time t1(j), the load balancing aspect can determine the total duration ( θ0, j = t1(i)-t0 ), necessary to perform the task T0 in each node Nj of the distributed system. The duration θj includes the processing duration and the communication latency between Nj and N0.
The communication Latency of each node Nj, can be easily reported by:
Taking into account the parallel processing of each node Nj using cj cores, we can say that the number cj of tasks T0 can be executed in parallel within the same duration θP0, j. The performance index of each node j can be measured using the following equation.
The coefficient Pi measures the ratio of performance, taking into account the communication latency between nodes Ni and the fastest node and the number of cores of each node. Pi is always less than or equal to 1.
3.2.Load distribution
After this referencing phase, we suppose that the dispatcher agent has received a set of m tasks Ti(xi, yi,θRi) where xi represents the task size, yi represents the size of the returned result Ri, and θRi represents the execution reference duration of the task Ti. The m tasks Ti must be distributed to n nodes of the distributed system. Each agent worker AWj is assigned to execute simultaneously the load Lj tasks. Each task is executed in a thread. Without using any load balancing algorithm, the dispatcher will distribute the load amount L0j determined by the following expression:
Using the metadata xi , yi and θRi of the task Ti, we can determine a theoretical estimation of the computation duration and the latency required to execute this task in a node Nj.
-

Computation time estimation:
The computation duration of the task Tj, within the node Ni can be evaluated as in the following equation:
Communication latency estimation:
The communication latency relating to each node Ni can be determined according to the reference latency communication θL0, j of equation (1), the input data size and the output data size of the reference task T0 and Ti.
Total processing duration estimation
The total processing duration within each node Ni for a given data set Dk is the sum of the computation and latency durations.
-
Theoretical performance factor Pi determination:
The performance factor of each node j can be measured using the minimum of the processing durations in all nodes MIN (θPi,k) (k=0 to n-1).
The new load Li to apply to each node, can be calculated as in the equation (4) 
Rounded load LRj :
To distribute tasks, we should use an integer value of Li. We note this integer load LRj
The following difference:
must be distributed randomly to nodes generating a new integer loads noted LR2j Each node Nj must execute Lj tasks. The total duration of tasks in each node can be determined by: 
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The goal is to achieve a perfect load balancing system, where this duration, θNi,j , should be independent on the node Nj. This means that, at the same time, all the nodes should finish the execution of their jobs. So, the following difference should be close to zero. 
Application and Results
We suppose that the dispatcher agent has received a set of m=100 homogeneous tasks Ti (xi, yi, θRi ) where xi represents the task size (x=4000 KB), yi represents the size of the returned result Ri (y=4000 KB) and θRi represents the execution reference duration of the task Ti. (θRi=300 sec) The m tasks Ti must be distributed to n nodes (n=20) of the distributed system. Each agent worker AWj is assigned to execute simultaneously the load Lj tasks. Each task is executed in a thread. If we suppose that the nodes of distributed system are homogeneous, each node will process LNB= m/20 = 5 tasks. In our case, we assume that the distributed system is heterogeneous. So we must evaluate the performance processing and the communication latency of each node. The reference diagnostic test, for evaluating the initial performance of the nodes of the distributed system, has been carried out by performing in a node N0 a reference task T0(x0, y0), x0=y0=200 KB. In table I, we present results of the performance diagnostic test using the task T0. In this table we show, for each node, the reference processing time using one CPU core ƟP0,j, the reference communication latency ƟL0,j, the total reference computation time ƟT0,j, the count of CPU cores cj and the reference processing time using all the CPU cores of the node ƟPC0,j. The curve of the figure 6 represents the computation time ƟP0,j, the communication latency ƟL0,j and the computation time ƟPC0,j obtained in the reference diagnostic test using the task T0.we notice that the communication latency is negligible compared to the computation duration and the real computation performances of each node represented by ƟPC0,j and computed taking into account the number of CPU's cores. In the curve of the figure 7, we show the execution time of the amount Lj tasks Ti affected to each worker agent. We can see that, using our mathematical model, we obtain a perfect load balancing stat of the distributed system. The execution time within each node is the same: MAX(ƟNj)= ƟNj =2387,117 sec. Without applying the load balancing aspect, we notice that the system is not balanced and the execution duration of the attributed loads is different in each node. In this case, the slowest node of the distributed system is the node 6 where the execution time Max(ƟN0j)= 4657,484 sec and the fastest node to accomplish the attributed loads is the node 4 where the execution time MIN(ƟN0j)= 1521 sec. we can say that the saved time when we use the load balancing aspect is ƟS= Max(ƟN0j-MAX(ƟNj)= 2270,367 sec. The theoretical performance gain is evaluated at: 
Conclusion
In this paper, we have presented a new load balancing system based on aspect oriented approach for multi agents distributed systems. The proposed model is based on using a dispatcher agent assigned to dynamically distribute tasks received in random requests coming from agent producers. We suppose that tasks are assigned to be executed by workers agents deployed over the nodes of the distributed system. To make the initial mechanism of task distribution balanced, we propose a separated aspect where we propose a load balancing procedure assigned to be affected to the dispatcher by an aspect weaving in compilation or run times. The load balancing aspect increases the performances of the dispatcher agent using three code advices in different join points which are the diagnostic test code advice the refreshing code advice and the task distribution code advice used to implement the load balancing algorithm. This algorithm determines the under loaded worker agent which will be assigned to execute the current task Ti. In this algorithm, we take into account the heterogeneity of the processing performances, the communication latency, the occupancy rate of each node and the complexity of the current task. In this model we can also use metadata of the tasks to estimate more accurately the required times to perform each task. This mechanism allows predicting the performance offered by the distributed system according to the selected computational model. To describe the proposed approach, we have used some communication diagrams, the established mathematical model and an application example. The obtained results prove the effectiveness of the proposed model. As a perspective, we will compare these results to other similar works in the literature.
